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Practical expertise on 
achieving business success 
for entrepreneurs,  
business owners, freelancers,  
and employees 

 

Strategies to achieve 
exponential success with 
business thinking 

The personal and 
professional ‘silent 
killers of success’ 
one must avoid 

 

Helping techies and 
non-business 
professionals 
succeed in business 

  A fresh perspective on how to achieve greater success in almost any walk of life 

 

 

  Understanding and embracing business thinking and a business mindset is essential for greater success 

 

Identifying and eliminating the personal and professional silent killers 

 

Understand the techie mindset and how embracing the business mindset will lead to greater success. 
 

 

  Understand the missing pieces you need for entrepreneurial success (3 out of  4 startups fail). 
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RAM will….. 1. Tailor his presentation to meet your objectives by interviewing key stakeholders 2. Engage with your attendees before the event (through you, or your platform) 3. Provide access to relevant content on the Business Thinking Institute website before the event, so you can build excitement and anticipation for his talk and your event 4. Promote the event to his social networks 5. Do something memorable in his presentation – something they will remember his talk and your event for 6. Prepare two presentations – one for the ‘live’ performance (for his use) and one for attendees (for distribution) 7. Make himself available to attendees after his presentation. “ 

” 

“Ram is one of the smartest and nicest people  
I know.  He is superb at conceptualizing new ideas 
and business models.”  
– Richard Guha, Former CEO, Alliant Energy 

 

“This was one of the best entrepreneur talks I 
have been to in a while…”  
– Jeff Desocio, President, AIMC 

 

“It was a very energizing talk and you have al-
ready helped me to get my head back in the game.”  
– Attorney Christine Kuta, J.D. 
 

“Ram has the unique ability to take very difficult 
economic concepts and distill them  
so that they are easy to understand.”  
– Matt Eventoff, The Oratory Project 

“I loved being interviewed by Ram!  He asked 
incredibly insightful questions. As an added 
benefit – I learned so much from him during 

our discussion.  He is an amazing thinker! ” 

– Dr. Marshall Goldsmith,  
World’s #1 Business Thinker & Executive Coach 

 

“Ram is a passionate speaker who speaks 
from his heart. His talk was intriguing and 

his insights were enlightening - not so 
obvious to most business people I meet.”  

– Chris Requena, Organizer,  
New Technology Meetup Group Boston 

 

“I really enjoyed your motivational and  
data-driven talk. It was refreshing and  

an honest reset for everyone.”  
– Diego Concha, G-Tek Labs, Boston 

 

“Ram is a brilliant strategic thinker.”  
– William Haas, Managing Director, Board Resources 



“Ram brings insights from his 
personal experiences and his 

extensive network. He is a  former 

Fortune 100 executive, venture 
capitalist, engineer, businessman, 

four-time entrepreneur  
and MIT graduate.” 

Ram Iyer is the President of the Business Thinking Institute which helps individuals succeed in business. Ram is an insightful business thinker and problem solver to high achieving businesses.  Through keen observation and analysis, he forms powerful insights into the challenges of entrepreneurs, business owners, freelancers and employees.  His insights will help you and your business more successful. Ram is an MIT graduate. 
 

A few highlights of Ram’s background: 
Has working experience in startups, small, medium and large companies. 
Conceived and started the Business Thinking Institute to help individuals more successful in business, whether as business owners, entrepreneurs, employees or freelancers. 
Hosts the weekly podcast BUSINESS THINKING RADIO on which he interviews CEOs, thought leaders and experts from the business world and related fields. 
Interviewed CEOs and business experts across the USA, Germany and India; and, 
Headed up sales, marketing, strategy and four startups. 

Ram is informed by rich education and experience enabling him to ‘connect the dots’ that few others do.  Armed with an education in engineering, robotics and business, he has: 
Operated underwater robots in the Pacific, Gulf of Mexico and the Arabian Sea;  
Designed mobile robots for Kodak, material handling equipment for Caterpillar, airplane assembly robots for Boeing’s 777 and 757 airplane and phone assembly robots for Lucent; 
Worked at startup, small, midsize and large companies; 
Worked in engineering, operations, marketing, strategy and chief executive roles; 
Been a venture capitalist in Silicon Valley; and,  
Consulted to companies to improve business processes, cash management, finance operation, strategy and marketing for a range of clients across 16 countries. 
Featured and quoted in several publications including MONEY, FORTUNE, CFO Magazine and in numerous podcasts. 

Ram has traveled to about 35 countries and 48 American states.  He is the former President of the MIT Club of Princeton and the worldwide MIT South Asian Alumni Association. 
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